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Slow times at Red River College
Speed bumps on the information superhighway
By Kyle Goodridge

I

f you have been
using the Internet
on either campus at
Red River College
recently, you may have
noticed the length of
time it can take to
download Web pages.
Due to an increase in traffic, caused specifically by
users downloading large files
such as music or videos,
there are times when the
internet access at RRC virtually grinds to a halt, says
Mark 'Bishop, chief technology officer of Computer
Services for RRC. Bishop is
in charge of finding a way
to alleviate the pressure currently being placed on the
system.
In an e-mail sent to all
students last December,
. , Bishop pointed to the use of
computers at RRC for surfing the Internet, chat lines,
gaming, online music stations, and downloading
music and video as the main
causes of clogging the internet system.
The college policy on
acceptable use of computer
facilities prohibits "causing,
directly or indirectly, excessive strain on the computer
facilities, or unwarranted or
unsolicited interference with
other users."
In order to ease pressure
on the system, this policy
will soon be more strictly
applied to keep users from
downloading large, traffic
jamming files. "We try to
treat students as professionals, but when they don't act
that way, we are forced to
take action," says Bishop.
Such action may include disabling the accounts of students found to be in violation of the policy, or even
possible suspension.
"We know it's a problem,
and we're taking action to
solve it," says Bishop.
Although the most obvi-
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Lauren Phillips is one of many students feeling frustrated by the speed of Red River College's internet service.

ous solution may be to purchase a large enough connection to handle the current levels of traffic, don't
hold your breath.
"If our connection costs
$60,000 per year for example, we could double it to be
able to handle the traffic.
But if we spend another
$60,000 there, the money
will have to be taken from
somewhere else because the
budgets are restricted," says
Bishop.
"We installed tracking software earlier this week," he
says of a program that will

allow Computer Services to
monitor Internet traffic, but
will not have the capability
to block troublesome Web
sites.
The information that the
program gathers will be used
to make decisions on the
future of Internet use at
RRC, Bishop adds.
Software capable of blocking Web sites being used to
download large files is
another option being considered by Computer Services.
However, according to
Bishop, this is also an expensive solution.

"The real problem is that
people are using the Internet
for personal use, not workrelated things," he says. "It's
a matter of education. You
may think it's a small thing
that you're doing, but when
you consider everyone
together, it turns into a big
problem."
The final and most cost
effective solution to internet
speed at RRC is the education and cooperation of the
people using the system.
Bishop urges students to use
the Internet during peak
hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. for

school-related purposes and
to consider the operation of
the entire system before
downloading large files that
contribute to the problem.
With the initiatives being
undertaken by computer
services and a respect by students as a whole of the limitations of the current system, Bishop hopes that
Internet service at RRC can
be improved. For those who
have recently been frustrated
by the Internet service being
provided at RRC, hopefully it
will.
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What time is it, Mr.Wolf?
Synchronized clocks on their way to RRC Princess Street
By Lauren Phillips

I

f you walked into an
empty classroom,
closed your eyes and
listened, what would you
expect to hear? Perhaps
the tick, tick, tick of a
lonely clock?
Not so at Red River College's
Princess Street Campus: here
you would hear only an eerie
silence.

photo by IV

Time passes...

Since the opening of the
campus, students and instructors alike have had to cope
without classroom clocks.
Instead, personal watches and
one hallway clock per floor
have determined the school's
time.
"It's like Las Vegas where
they don't have clocks, so you
can't tell how long you've
been there," said Dono Ritson,
a Graphic Design student.

workopolisCamptn. nl.... ,

NTS

NEED A JOB?
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO START?
Log on to WorkopolisCampus.com, Red River's
Employment Web Site to locate jobs specifically
targeting students!

Ritson, who was found sitting locked out of his classroom due to lateness, went on
to say that although no major
problems have occurred, the
lack of clocks has caused some
inconveniences.
"If your watch is three minutes slower than your instructor's, then you're late."
But that is all about to
change.
"This summer will bring the
installation of a new clock system that will see a clock in
every classroom," said Richard
Edwards, a broadcast consultant at the college.
Edwards says that the system
will be installed at the same
time as new TV and radio
suites are integrated into the
building during the summer
and fall.
The aim is to have a clock
everywhere you would find a
congregation of students or
instructors.
Not only will the number of
clocks grow, but the accuracy
of time is also slated to vastly
improve.
According to Edwards, the
installation of a Broadcast
Clock System will create the
synchronization of time, allowing all clocks in the building to

display precisely the same
time.
"The broadcast clock system
will maintain consistent time,
accurate to the millisecond,"
Edwards said.
Edwards also commented
that the current lack of clocks
was due to construction.
"We are moving in phases
throughout the building. This
is part of the reason for the
delay."
According to Ron Barnes,
director of Campus Services,
money was also a factor.
"There was no room in the
budget to begin with," said
Barnes, who went on to say
that separate funding was
recently found, and that the
college administration feels the
provision of clocks school-wide
is an important service.
Ritson was happy to hear
about the project, saying that
the synchronization sounded
"pretty cool."
Unfortunately for students,
there will no longer be any
excuses for being late for class.

For additional information e-mail Jillian Peters at
jpeters20@mbox.rrc.mb.ca

Or Visit RRC Career and Employment Services in
D104
WorkopolisCampus.com Access Code:RrCcMb97

Thrift is J-Np
Shop
The Salvation Army Thrift Stores
Where Shopping and Savings
Go Hand in Hand
For- Students who Deserve M ore...

Visit one of our seven
locations today!!
1600 Regent Ave. West
1030 Empress St
1015 McPhillips
97 Sherbrook
145 Gonlet Street
200 Meadowood
3412 Roblin Blvd
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• packing tips
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If you have an opinion about something
you've read in The Projector, or would
like to address an issue concerning Red
River College, please write to us.

The Projector
c/o Red River College Students' Association
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Wednesday Jan. 22- 7:00pm
Room 200, Fletcher Argue Bldg.
U of IA
#1L13, U of W Admission $3.00 at the door.

Tuesday Jan. 21- 7:00pm
Lecture Theatre
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Student Work Abroad Programme Talk
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Tower Lounge, Red River College
For more info call 783 - 5353
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See the world your way
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Pottery, cooking classes they ain't.

• •

Chinese immigrants excel at Red River College
taking the master's program at
hile some cou- the University of Manitoba,
eventually decided to lisples take pot- but
ten to the advice of their
tery or cooking friends and take the shorter
classes together, Wei Liu RRC program.
and her husband Jialin Li
"I just want to get a profesdecided to do something sional job," said Liu, who
a little different—they noted that while getting into
signed up for Red River the U of M might have taken
College's Electrical some time, she was able to go
Engineering Technology straight into RRC with little
difficulty.
program.
Starting the program in
"It's a good way (to do it),
September 2001, Liu and Li
because if I can't understand
were able to receive credit for
maybe he can," joked Wei Liu
much of the first year's. course
on what it was like taking the
work, thanks to their equivacourse with her husband of
lent educations in China (Liu
nine years.
holds a bachelor's degree in
Their system seems to have
engineering from the East
worked. The duo, for whom
China Institute of Technology,
English is a second language,
majoring in radio technology,
graduated from RRC with hon- while Li holds the same
ours in December 2002, with
degree, majoring in applied
Liu pulling off an impressive
electronic technology, from
4.4 G.P.A, and Li earning 4.38
the Shenyang Polytechnic
out of a possible 4.5.
University). But, despite their
The couple moved to
prior knowledge of the subject,
Winnipeg from China in 2000
the language barrier still
to escape the increasing popupopped up every now and
lation problems of their home- then, as English is a language
land and to give their son
they both only learned when
Ziming, now eight, a chance at they were younger.
a better future.
In fact, Liu recalls that her
And although both came to
most feared part of the proCanada with an extensive edu- gram was giving a 25-minute
cation in the electrical engioral final presentation for one
neering field, they soon found
of her classes.
that they would need to
"The language is the big
upgrade their skills and familproblem for me," she said.
iarize themselves with
"But we liked our classmates
Canadian electrical practices
and our instructors. Our classbefore rney.COuld hope to get a mates provided many help for
job in the industry.
us and the instructors were
"The syitim is different,"
very patient."
said Liu. "The (Canadian
"I just think that Red River
Electrical) Code is very differCollege is a very good college,"
ent and it's more in detail."
she added, noting that she has
Initially the two considered
already recommended the

By Ashleigh Viveiros

W

Ever Wonder why People Don't Listen...
Try TNT to blow them away...
True North Toastmasters Club No. 8776 is a dynamic fun-loving group
dedicated to encouraging growth and confidence in its members
through communication and leadership development.
LEARN TO...
• Improve speaking skills • Improve speaking skills • Get your point across
ALL WELCOME! Canad Inns - Polo Park Mondays 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
OR MORE INFORMATION CALL Alain Dumonceaux

(204) 467-7631

Make $ while seeing bhe world
with SUMP!
Information
Session:
Thursday Jan. 23
12 noon
Tower Lounge
Red River College
For more info call:
783-5353

TRAVEL CUTS

See the world your way

Sbudenli Work Abroad Programme
,4p www.swap.ca

school to a number of friends.
"The course is very practical.
(You) learn the stuff you need
to apply for the job."
"We studied very hard to just
do our best. We really enjoyed
it."
Bryan Crandell, co-ordinator
and acting chair of Electronic
Technology, said the couple
certainly deserved their good
marks.
"Because they had taken the
theory before they had quite

an advantage," he said.
"But they also worked very
hard. They put a lot of effort
in."
It was probably a disadvantage for them because they
were taking it in their second
language, but they were successful."
So what does the future hold
for two of Winnipeg's newest
residents? Both hope to stay in
the city for as long as they can.
"I like this city very much,"

RAL
CULTURAL
INSIGHTS
COLUMN

said Liu. "I don't want to move
to another city. (I like) how the
people are very nice and very
friendly."
Li has already been working
as a technologist at Vansco
Electronics Ltd., a local design
and manufacturing company
specializing in various electrical products, since August. Liu
hopes to begin her Canadian
career in the neafuture.

.

Journey of Hope -

Central & Eastern
European Immigration to Canada

Ask yourself this: what would have to happen to force you to leave your home forever- to make your life in a foreign and
-strangeland, far from everAthing familiar and everything you. hold dear? Chanc@s are if y'qu'vE lived your whole life in the
safety encisecurity of Canada, you probably tarrt -even imagine Such a stenario. -The- reality is, -our country's creation was
founded on exactly this- people forced to leave theirhomes for a strange land. Take, for example, the story of Central and
Eastern European immigration to Canada.
Some Central and Eastern European groups havri been in this nation since its wee beginnings. Croatians came as explorers
and part of the crew of Cartier and Roberval's 3 expedition to the new world in 1541-42. They came to be soldiers, miners
and fishermen- some even serving under the French in New France from 1758-59. They later moved west with the fur trade
and north to the Yukon with the Gold Rush. There were also Lithuanians who served as soldiers under the British Army in
the war of 1812, who later became homesteaders in this new land. However, the first major wave of Central and Eastern
European immigration to Canada came during the 1800's as droves were driven to Canada as agricultural immigrants and
economic migrants. Many were fleeing lives of extreme poverty, little freedom, and no hope. They were escaping the feudal
systems of their home countries where they had no access to land or education, or any of the other essentials that make
life happy and good, and indeed, Canada was desperate to receive them. The Canadian government was anxious to populate
its vast territory for fear of losing it to the ever expanding United States. Canada also needed agriculture- the breath of
any nation- and for this it needed people hardy and willing to work the land. Canada was advertised as the land of freedom
and prosperity throughout Central and Eastern Europe. For a $10 fee immigrants could claim a _section of land (about 160
acres) and secure their future in a new nation where surely the streets would be paved with gold.
Unfortunately, for many, their journey to Canada would be fraught with hardship, desperation, and often tragedy. They
would find that their land- often located a far journey from the nearest rail line- was of poor quality, and they often had
no money to buy the farm equipment which the government did not deem necessary to provide them with. As the government
was not inclined to provide any sort of financial assistance or loans, many men were forced to leave their families in dugout
shelters on the prairie, where they had not even the basic necessities for survival, as they left to seek other employment
with the railroad, in forestry, or in factories. For the immigrants who came to Manitoba, often the first sight they saw was
the CP station where they disembarked in Winnipeg. The CP station (now the Aboriginal Centre on Higgins) was made to
look grand and palatial to play into the dreams of prosperity fostered in the new immigrants. The station itself was meant
to give them a false sense of hope. Sadly enough, this elation at arriving in the promised land would not last long, as many
newcomers were forced to live their first years in the vastshanty town across the street from the CP station. Families would
spend long cold winters in clap-board houses thrown together from scraps with only their unfulfilled dreams to keep them
warm. Many would eventually make it to the land they sought- the route they took to their homesteads is today known as
the Yellowhead highway- but again, not without tragedy. One group of Ukrainians were forced to set out on foot from
Winnipeg to their homesteads near Dauphin. Along the way they were stricken with scarlet fever and 42 of their children
perished. A marker at Patterson Lakes still marks their mass grave.
The 1900's also saw several waves of Central and Eastern immigration to Canada, with the first two waves following WWI
and WWII. They sought refuge in Canada from persecution, war, ethnic cleansing, and often genocide. Their desperation
was great- so great that 1,700 Estonians even braved the crossing of the Atlantic in small, unseaworthy boats just to escape.
All refugees from this time were actually forced to do a period of service of hard labour- in mines, forestry, and building
roads- before they were given their freedom to begin their lives in Canada. Other more recent waves of immigrants have
also come as a result of war. In 1956/57 two hundred Air Brigade flights brought 17,600 Hungarians to Canada as they
escaped the Hungarian Revolution. The end of Ceausesco's brutal regime in 1989 drove thousands of Romanians to seek
refuge in this country, and the break up of the Soviet Union and the bloody ethnic fighting in Yugoslavia has brought
Bosnians, Serbs, Croats, Albanians, and Kosovars to Canada.
All these people have come to Canada, and not without struggle, yet they have contributed immensely to the history and
growth of our nation. Whether it was in agriculture, or in helping to lay down the basic foundation and infrastructure of
our country- building roads, rail lines, bridges, working in factories, mines, and forestry- it was their blood, sweat, and
tears that helped build this country, and their contributions continue: A Hungarian chemist named John Polanyi and a
Russian-Polish bio-physicist named Sidney Altman have been Canadian Nobel prize winners. Thomas Bata- of Bata shoe
fame- fled the Nazi regime in Czechoslovakia and came to Canada along with 82 of his workers. His global shoe manufacturing
company today employs 70,000 people in 73 countries. Birute Galdikas,-theJane Goodall of the orangutans- is a Lithuanian
Canadian. The Canadian icon Peter Growski was Polish. Alex Trebek, host of Jeopardy, is a Ukrainian Canadian. Canadian
hockey legend Wayne Gretzky is also Ukrainian. Michael and Renata Jiranek, who fled to Canada from Czechoslovakia in
1968, taught Kurt Browning how to skate.
Coming to Canada has never been easy- in fact it still isn't. Our Canadian immigrant and refugee claimant system still leaves
vast room for improvement, and these times of fear certainly haven't made it any better. However, our history has been
founded on giving refuge and hope to those who have none, and the systems and processes that we have for doing this
exist, in many ways, thanks to the Central and Eastern European trailblazers who risked everything to come here.
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STUDENTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Heads-up to all fresh students and ripe ones! This new year's first Class
Rep Meeting is this Thursday, January 16 at the Notre Dame Campus and
Friday, January 17 at the Princess Street Campus.
Come see your VP, Student Affairs, Schubert Beaubrun at DM20 for sign-up
info!
We've got fabulous events coming up soon to warm-up those winter chills!
So, keep checking this Projector page and the hallway posters for those
special dates!
Every Tuesday, there's a movie feature playing on the big screen in the
Tower Lounge! Grab a bag of popcorn at the Ox store and relax on those
comfy futons!
Shakers have just the right mix of fun and entertainment, not to mention
attractive personalities from all over campus
eager to serve you!

IMPORTANT DATES
TO ADD TO YOUR
DAY PLANNERS
Wednesday, January 15 & 22

Clubs' Pizza Wednesday
February 7, 8 & 9

Ski/Snowboard Trip
Starting at $175
January 20 — 31

Industrial Tech/Applied Arts

Mid-Term Exams

Its Friday, nothing's happening? Why not think
of a few things you'd like to see the SA add to
enhance college life. Suggestion boxes are all
over the main campus. We're =Ian' to hear
from you!
RRCSA DM20-2055

NOTRE DAME, WINNIPEG, MB R3H 0J9 PH (204) 632-2375, FAX (204) 632-7896

HERE'S WHAT'S FAST

APPROACHING!

Business Admin. students, give
your instructors feedback on
what you thought
about the course!
How?
A: The new On-line
Teacher Evaluation
pilot

41e74fi7;65`FT,7

Where?
A: Using a computer terminal,
click on "me@rrc"
click on "course surveys"
When?
A: Monday, February 3
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"Minor problems" enrage student
Student accuses admininistration of laptop dancing around the issue

D

By Peter Vesuwalla
erek
Graham
reaches into his
bag and produces
a the small, dark blue,
oblong box that's been
the source of his misery.
It's a Hewlett-Packard
XE3-GF laptop computer
which costs him $173 a
month and, he says, is
unreliable for the Computer
Analyst/Programmer
(CAP) course, now in its
second term.

"Everything they gave us,
all the software that's loaded
on there, should run, and it
does," he says. "The laptops
themselves are the problem.
Minor problems from occasionally keys won't work, you

have to bang the laptop
around to make sure it works,
to stupid things like hard
drives failing over and over
again, and even the oddest
problems like Windows won't
work anymore."
Graham says that he and
other students have frequently
had to take the machines to
Computer Services to have
them "re-ghosted," a process
that restores the hard drive to
its original state. You're without a laptop for a couple of
hours, maybe until the next
day, depending on when you
bring it in.
"I've had it ghosted several
times. It gave me a shock or I
gave it a shock and it completely fried it once. I had to
get it re-ghosted. I have to
bang it around sometimes to

make the keyboard work.
Sometimes it'll just freeze up
your mouse won't work, your
keys won't work. You have to
reset it. You lose any work you
were doing.
The problem was so common that the college arranged
through its supplier,
Powerland Computers, to
have the laptops replaced.
When that will happen is a
matter of controversy. Graham
says CAP students were told
by their program co-ordinator
on the first day of their second term that the machines
would be replaced within a
week. He says that when he
and two classmates inquired
at Computer Services a few
days later, they were told that
the laptops hadn't been
ordered.
"Why did the administration lie to us?" he asked in
an e-mail sent to The
Projector.
CAP co-ordinator Jurgen
Schmidt confirmed that the
laptops are being replaced,
but denies ever telling students that it would only take
a week.
"It was to be done as soon
as it was physicially possible
to get the new series of the
machines and then there
would be a switch with the
old ones," he says. "So when
you tell me that it was to be
done within a week, no that's
not correct. I would never
state it. That's total misrepre-

sentation."
Schmidt has the same
model laptop on his desk and
says that he has never personally experienced any problems
with it. At this writing,
Graham is the only student to
complain to the Projector.
"Now here's my question,"
says Graham in his e-mail.
"How long does it take to
order 110 new laptops?"
Schmidt says that it ordinarnarily would take months,
and that the college acted as
quickly as possible. "It takes
time for our supplier, who's an
intermediary between HP,
which issues the machines, to
get a response from them and

say, 'This is -an issue that we
have to deal with. This is a
significant number of
machines and we're a significant customer of yours. What
are you gonna do for us?' By
the time an agreement is
reached with the supplier
namely HP through
Powerland, Powerland gets
back to us and says 'Yes we are
going to be in a position to
replace all those machines.
None of that can be done in a
matter of a week. And if a student expects that to be the
case, then welcome to the real
world."
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DVDs
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MOVIE
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8000 DVDs
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The small, dark blue, oblong box of disenchantment.

Red River College Students' Association

Events Information
SKI/SNOWBOARD
Trip 2003

Tel: 63
ts@rrc.mb.ca

19th Annual

Asessippi Ski Area
& Winter Park

20 03

February 7 9

Check out the next issue of
The Projector for a special insert
on upcoming events in the official
Meltdown Week Guide.

Space is limited
Sign up today
Room DM20
Packages starting at $175. Includes transportation, 2 nights accomodation,
2 day lift tickets, tubing and beverages

Now Hiring Event Staff
Cashiers - Security - Servers
If you are interested in joining our team, please drop by room DM20 for a detailed job description and an application form.
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Light at the end of the
tunnel

B

y the time this edition
of the Projector is
printed, we'll be
halfway through the school
year. Christmas is behind us
for another year. Summer is
five months away.
I, like many second-year students at Red River, am three quarters through my program.
At this point, I can't say June
will arrive a minute too soon. I
don't know if anyone else out
there is feeling a general lack of
interest in school, but count me
in as feeling detached.
I'm no longer motivated to
devote countless hours to assignments and classes. I feel like
school monopolizes my time, and
I resent it.
I want my life back, the one I
had before school.
Last year, I gave up going out on
the weekends, membership in a
running group, sleep, and happiness for homework. Sure it was
satisfying, pulling in good grades,
and I liked that feeling of accomplishment, but A's on a transcript
don't do it for me anymore.
Times have changed. I no longer
worry about getting fantastic
grades.
It's a challenge, turning assignments in on time. It's not that I
don't, like what I'm doing in terms
of my program, it's that I want to
start doing it for real.
I couldn't imagine working
through a program like medicine.
That, I guess, is why medical
school is such a challenge: the difficulty associated with keeping up
interest for nearly a decade.
I want the feeling of a job well

done through success at a real job.
As an adult student, I am accountable to no one but myself. I have
no parents who promise me the
keys to the car on the weekend if I
ace my next test. I don't need
someone to stand over me and
threaten me if I don't do my
homework.
Like many students at the college, I worked a crappy job. I put
in my time earning minimum
wage. I know how valuable an
education •is.
But it is just that: a valuable
means to an end.
I want a job. I want money for
my work. Not that I'm greedy; I
just think I'm ready.
I've been in school for three
years, solid. At 24, I feel rushed to
start that dream job.
But that's a good thing about
the college.
We don't need to spend eight
years working towards the career
we want. Instead, many of us will
be free five months from now.
Until then, we'll suffer through
boring lectures and assignments
quietly.
Not a lot of people are as fortunate as we students are.
Remember, there is a light at the
end of this tunnel.

Re-bunking pretentious
foppery
ear Sam Thompson,
I like to think of myself as
a somewhat closed person
when it comes to art.
Snobby. Picky. Maybe even a bit pretentious. I'm a lot worse than I used
to be. So let's focus and re-bunk pretentious foppery.
Is there really a difference between
creating art becasue you want to
express some sort of emotion and creating art to be artsy? Isn't the latter
still expressing emotion? Maybe it's the
type of emotion that makes us feel a
bit uncomfortable with ourselves?
Maybe it's the pretentious side of ourselves that we never want to admit
exists, because if we did, it would lose
its effect; disturbing? I'm glad to read
that as the entertainment editor of the
Projector you have SOME interest in
independent and art cinema. Maybe
you can relate your feelings to the
moment when you found yourself
cheering for the talented Mr. Ripley.
You wanted him to get away with it,
but he was a murderer. Ludicrous.
But I digress.
Let's refocus and consider the three
stripes you discuss so unadoringly.
Perhaps the most famous three stripes
belong to Barnett Newman. I can basically guarantee that you've never actually TRIED to understand what is happening in his three stripes. What they
represent. What they resolve.
Think about the very first people
who wrote things down. Or better, go
to a cave. Make sure it's ancient. Is
there writing on the walls? Is it letters? Or pictures? Are they complex
intricate drawings - something Van
Gogh would fuss over? Do you have to
be from a culture with cafes or specific
night skies or sunflowers to understand
them? That's the beauty of three
stripes; they can mean the same thing
to everyone who looks at them. Not

D

so pretentious after all.
Hmmm. I hope I make sense. That's
the trouble with too many words; the
more you use, the more you have to
wonder what each of them 'really
means.
Maybe that's one of the problems
with taking artistic licence to create
new types of art, reggae music and all.
I think you've missed the point of
switching the emphasis of a beat to
make a new musical style and recording wind noises and random piano
sounds that critics will laud. Oh those
smart and cultured fans of feedback,
making something that might only
exist once. Like Van Gogh's cafe or
specific night sky or sunflowers, which
start to look the same once you look at
them over and over again.
Well, like you said, there's a sucker
born every minute and maybe I'm a
sucker because I'm guilty of liking both
minimalist art and those collectively
designated as masterpieces.
Surely none of this makes sense, but
if you like, I'm starting a squadron of
Pretentious Foppery Re-bunkers and
I'm curious as to whether you can get
over it, get it and would like to buy a
membership. As a special first-time
offer, it comes with a special can-opener that doesn't leave serrated edges on
the lids you are ripping off your cans.
Making your kitchen a safer place for
you, your family and your friends.
Yours in three stripes and artsy films,

Canadian potheads' last dance with Mary Jane?

A

recent poll of Manitobans found that
while just under a third of our residents agree it shouldn't be a criminal
offence to possess and smoke a small
amount of marijuana, just over a third of us
oppose decriminalization. The it of us apparently didn't have enough brains, or the will
power to use them for once, to form an
opinion on the subject.
Public opinion on the subject is changing. Editorial
writers are warping stats to show that people are .no
longer afraid to voice their opinions on the big toke.
Not a good sign.
To further complicate the situation, in the span of
one week, two separate Ontario Court of Justice
judges ruled Canada really doesn't have any laws
against possessing a little herb for private use.
Justices Douglas Phillips and John Moore no doubt
earned a "ere, ere" from Canadian potheads for their
historics rulings, but there's no way I'm giving either
of them a hit from my bong.
I'm all for decriminalization of pot. It's been found

to lessen the pain of many of life's most debilitating
illnesses, including cancer, HIV, and multiple sclerosis.
These people also report, like most tooters, that smoking a little grass alleviates stress and hypertension,
expands creativity and creates a general feeling of
happiness.
These patients were no doubt burning one after
Terry Parker's Ontario Court of Appeals trail two years
ago.
Parker, an epileptic who puffs the reef to control his
seizures, won his case, leading to the creation of the
Marijuana Medical Access Regulations allowing Mary
Jane to be used for medical reasons.
True, these regulations haven't been the smoothest
running operation in our country, but still, it was an
important step in the process of decriminalization.
News reports of tokers being taken to court and photos of them afterwards sparkin' one up in celebration
seem to be an almost daily occurrence in Canadian
journalism.
But I'm afraid the trials and tribulations of these
people may lead towards the ultimate downfall, legalization, of Mother Earth's most rewarding plants.
I'm not looking forward to this day. If and when

the fools on the Hill decide it's time to let Canada
become one big hot-box, you can bet your last gram,
they'll be sure to tax the tar right out of it.
Perhaps the worst part of this evolving acceptance
of cannabis is that the potency of the plant is bound
to be controlled. Tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, the
shit that makes you high in the green and leafy, will
be regulated and no doubt diminished from the
potency of grass readily available today.
Because if potheads need to smoke more to get their
buzz, they'll need to have a bigger stash than normal.
And that means more money for the man, man.
If Canada continues this cannibus crusade, the
cheeb is bound to be found in every pharmacy across
this country.
And all the bigwigs in all the big buildings will be
having big time giggle fits in between big tokes during their big meetings. Not to mention big-time
munchies.
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Strummer's last chord - Death or

Glory

"The Clash made me want to start a riot of my own."
By Sam Thompson

can still remember the first time I heard the Clash. The opening chords to
Should I Stay Or Should I Go blasted over the radio and literally shattered my
established musical tastes. I'd just started getting into what I thought was
punk rock; whiny California skate kids with no real message. When I heard Mick
Jones' buzzsaw guitar coming through the radio;
Topper Headon's pounding drums; Paul Simonon's loping bassline....I knew this was the real thing. This was
punk rock. What attracted me the most to the Clash,
however, was Joe Strummer's growling, impassioned
voice.
As my interest in the Clash grew, I realized that
Strummer was everything punk rock stood for. He was
a regular Joe, a short, funny-looking working-class
guy...but when he strapped on a guitar and picked up a
microphone, he was an avenging angel, a superhero in
army fatigues. Joe Strummer could topple governments; he could fight injustice with little more than
three chords and a message.
And now he's gone.
Joe Strummer's heart gave out in late December, leaving the world without one of its heroes. When it was
announced a few months ago that the Clash were being
inducted into the rock n' roll hall of fame in 2003, the
rumours of a Clash reunion actually seemed possible.
Guitarist Mick Jones, forgetting their decades-old feud,
showed up at one of Strummer's shows about a month
before his death to jam on a few Clash classics. It was
too little, too late.
There is a lot of debate about Strummer's musical
legacy. The overwhelming critical opinion is that The
Clash and London Calling are the band's only albums
worth listening to; everything after that is "sell-out"

I

The world could use a few good rants
By Sean Kavanagh

The hatred of pontification

pop. While those two albums are among the first I would rescue from a burning
building, there's a lot to be said about some of the later Clash material.
It seems to me that the group figured they'd already done the "punk thing", so
why not experiment a little? Sometimes Strummer's forays into 80s pop are hard
to take in large doses, but despite the cheesiness of the
music, the message remains. There are very few tracks on
1982's Combat Rock that would be considered "punk" by
any standards, but by the same token, there's not a.single
song on the album without a political message. In fact, the
album's opener, Know Your Rights, is one of Strummer's
most poignant political rants. "This is a public service
announcement with guitar," he screams, a perfect description of the Clash's music. "You have the right to free
speech...as long as you're not dumb enough to use it!" Joe
Strummer was "dumb" enough to use it, and everyone who
heard him is better off for it.
The Clash showed me that pop music didn't have to be
all about sappy love songs. Their experiments with luminaries like Mikey Dread and Lee "Scratch" Perry were
instrumental in turning me on to reggae music. They may
have been just another garage band from garageland, but
they meant so much more to so many people. In the liner
notes to From Here To Etemity, their 1999 live compilation,
an 18-year-old fan says he would've gladly sold his grandmother to have seen the Clash. Songs like Guns Of Brixton,
Revolution Rock, London's Burning, Know Your Rights and
the band's cover of Junior Murvin's Police And Thieves were
all part of my musical and social education.
The Clash made me want to start a riot of my own. Joe
Strummer will be missed.

death. It was the most lame-ass piece of work you can imagine. The reporter,
David Cominon, concluded by commenting that Strummer never was as prolific or commercially successful as when he was with the Clash. The guy put out
three solo albums, scored four movies, acted in a bunch, and played in four
bands. He also judged his music in a totally different way; it had to matter to
him.
I hate pontificating almost as much as I love ranting. The world could use a
few rants these days. Joe Strummer could really rant.

oe Strummer, if you hadn't heard, died a couple of days before Christmas. If
you haven't heard of Joe Strummer, then you might as well piss off and read
something else. Sorry, but that's the kind of attitude that I learned from Joe
mmer and the rest of the Clash in what can be shakily described as my formative years. The hangover has still not completely gone away.
How could it? This was the band that ripped me out of lock-step
with my parents comfortable, conservative politics and forced
me to scream, "cut the crap."
I was fourteen when London Calling came out. I probably
didn't actually own a copy until I had turned seventeen and I
didn't buy the first two albums the Clash had put out until I
had had spun London Calling to death. TO DEATH. That
album was more than a staple. It opened the doors to reggae
and ska for me. It blasted me into a new world of demanding
racial tolerance and questioning authority. It made bands like
TRASH TALK
Led Zeppelin, Queen and The Eagles look like the obese monsters they had become. To flirt on the edge of cliché, these guys
Total recycled tonnage
put the grit back in rock music. Remember, the fucking BeeGees
increased from 58.34 in
were a hit around these times.
2000/2001
to 93.75 metric
Now here I am, in my late thirties, trying to write an obit for
one of my heroes who died at fifty. It starts getting scary at this
tons in 2001/2002. These
point. Not about the mortality end of things- I've probablygot
figures represent a 62%
a few more years in me- but it's about the modern Joe
increase in recycling activity.
Strummers of the world. Where the hell are they? Are they lurking in some hidden corner of the techno crowd? Are they hiding under the guise of some million-selling retread like Sum41?
The total waste diversion
Is there a hope among hip hop? Shit, the Americans are about
rate was 17% in 01/02,
to stomp all over hells half acre and no one is seriously pissedoff and talented enough to start cutting through the crap?
which translates into 5.25
The CBC did an obituary on Joe Strummer the night of his
kgs/person. For the first

ji.

Ec File

Study on families who have experienced
the death of a child:
Families who have experienced the death of a child (newborn - 18
years) are being invited to take part. The aim of the study is to gain a
greater understanding of families' experiences related to the death of
a child. Participation involves individual family interviews. Families
will be asked to talk about such things as the type of care that their
child received, their needs, and the type of supports that helped them
through the experience. All interviews are arranged on a date/time
and at a place that is most convenient for the family. For additional
information please contact Dr. Roberta Woodgate at the University
of Manitoba: 474-8338. You may leave a message on Roberta's
voice mail if she is not in. You may also email her at
Roberta_Woodgate@umanitoba.ca.

time, there was a per person
waste reduction of 3.23%.

APPLIED STUDENT RESEARCH

Red River College, as an applied technical college,
has an opportunity to advance the knowledge of
students and staff alike about the RRC
infrastructure and surrounding environment that
sustains our activities.
Greening the campus projects that have been
completed at and for the College by students in the
following programs include:
Environmental Protection Technology

Three Solid Waste Audits
Feasibility of Utilizing Recycled Paper
Chemical Audit
Water Audit
Greenspace Management

bon't Forget to LUG your
MUG!
Order a coffee with a
reusable mug from any Food
Services location and
get 10% off.
The Ox also offers a medium
slurpee for the price of a
small with your mug.

Feasibility of Composting
Design and Installation of the Prairie Xeriscape
Arboretum
Prairie Xeriscape Arboretum, Version II
Business Administration

Transportation Study
Graphic Design

Promotional posters

Every program has
the ability to
incorporate
sustainability into the
curriculum. How
can you
contribute?
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If only we could have saved the Jets

Ten-steps to finding new music

By Ruth Shead

ver the holidays I slacked in my
newspaper reading, replacing my
daily ritual with an annual feast of
"Top-Ten" lists. Now, given the chance to
create my own, I'd just like everyone to
know, its not an easy task. Initially, I
wanted to compile my top-ten "Top-Ten
Lists." Realizing that most of these are
already out of circulation and if you wanted to check them out for yourself the
effort might be too much to bother, my
dream was quickly shattered. So, instead:
The Top-Ten Web sites for checking out
new music, with emphasis on Canadian
music when possible. In descending order:
10. New Winnipeg
Address: www.newwinnipeg.com
Why: Local immediacy.
Why not: Limited to local immediacy.
and irritating radio advertisements.
9. eye and Now
Addresses: www.eye.net, www.nowtoronto.corn
Why the CN towers: While a sense of
resentment toward Toronto is frozen into
the sidewalks of Winnipeg, there's no
ignoring the fact that some things are just
a bit more accessible in their urban center,
center-of-the-universe-attitude and all.
Not that I don't dig the Uptown Magazine,
their music writer, Susan . . . also hosts
one of my favourite radio shows Thursday
evenings on UMFM (101.5 FM), but the
thicker, juicier and yes, rarer versions
from Toronto are almost inevitable and I
think we should just forget the whole jealousy thing, suck it up and . . . And in the
summer, we may have mosquitoes, but
they have suffocating heat.
Too bad we couldn't save the Jets:
Unless you have a private jet, you probably won't be able to attend many of the
concerts featured.
8. MuchMusic
Address: www.muchmusic.com
Why this site is better looking than a
contestant on The Bachelorette:
Excellent for those of us who have to go
to visit our more employed parents, siblings or friends with cable in order to
watch videos in between our favourite
reality television shows. Everything's
there. The MuchMusic countdown, VJs,
including Winnipeg's Bradford How,
artists and everything you ever wanted to
know about them from their basic bios
and hits, to concerts coming your way and
finicky facts . . . and so much more (no
pun intended).
How video killed the radio star: Unless
the artists you want to know about are
MuchArtists you won't find them here.
Also, let me remind you that MuchMusic
is responsible for such atrocities as
Electric Circus and Speaker's Corner.
7. CBC's Definitely Not The Opera
Address: www.cbc.ca/dnto/index.html
Fine feathers: Because John Sakamoto,
whose Anti-Hit List retired at the end of
July 2002, occasionally makes a guest
appearance and recommendation. Archives
of Sakamoto's lists are still accessible at
www.canoe.ca/JamMusicAntihit/
home.html, but they lack that very important quality that we call new. So Sook-Yin
Lee, formally of Much Music, has taken
over CBC's Definitely Not The Opera on
CBC Radio One (90.0 AM). The on air
show is 1p.m. - 5p.m. weekends, or "on

O

demand" on the Web site. The "Tip
Sheet" is where you can find Sakamoto 's
cameo counsel, along with suggestions
from other reviewers across Canada. And
of course, the musical content touts
Canadian talent, especially those up and
comers.
Malignant moles: Could be thicker.
TOP-TEN WEB SITES FOR CHECKING OUR
NEW MUSIC, WITH EMPHASIS ON CANADIAN
MUSIC WHEN POSSIBLE:
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WWW.MAPLEMUSICC.CA
4. EXCLAIM
WWW.EXCLAIM.CA

3, CBC

CINEMA CITY

1399 McPhillips Street
Movie Info Line 334-6234

1910 Pembina Hwy.
Movie Info Line 269-9981

2 Admissions
For

$3

EXPIRES January 30, 2003
no reproductions-no cash value
valid anytime-2 admissions per coupon

I I
Two
S 1702
Ar • Medium Drinks
+ TAX
One
6reeco
Large Popcorn

EXPIRES January 30, 2003
no reproductions-no cash value
valid anytime-1 coupon per purchase

RADIO

3

WVVW.ZED.CBC.CA
WWW.NEWMUSICCANADA. COM WWW.JUST
CONCERES.COM

2. CRABWALK
WWW.LCRABWALK,COlvi
1., THE PROTECTOR
NITP://EVERYTRINGAT/PROJECIVR
6. Umbrella Music
Address: www.umbrellamusic.com
Why this site is like a good dry wine
(red): True to its word "Canadian music
lives here." Currently the site is hosting
"The Next Level 2." For the next twelve
weeks they will be choosing an MP3 submission, before picking a winner at the
end of the trip. You can listen to these
selections, as well as past interviews with
other artists (more well-known and notso-well-known), songs and staff favourites
on the site.
Why it always rains on me: Aggressive
pop-up windows.
5. MapleMusic
Address: www.maplemusic.ca
True North Strong and Free: It comes
with #6 really, but I couldn't resist
because it is easier to navigate, and it
focuses on the kind of music I prefer,
though I suppose that is the perfect segue
into its
Faults: Very thin.

DISCOVER

If you didn't

the NORTHWESTERN Difference

bother to read

Let Northwestern Health Sciences University Help You Explore Your
Future in Natural Health Care

the article

Daily Matinees After 6PM Pri/Sat Midnight Movies
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4. Exclaim!
Address: www.exclaim.ca
!:For those of you who don't want to
bother with the paper copy that is available across the country at most music
stores and coffee shops and other places
where people like music, here is the URL
to review after review, most of which are
not so pretentious, easy to access, quick,
to the point. . .
Ouch: You're not going to find much
beyond that which you find in that print
copy, i.e., copy.
3. CBC Radio 3
Addresses: www.zed.cbc.ca, www.newmusiccanada.com and www.justconcerts.com
Why you should be proud to be a
Canadian; Replace everything that you
gave up for New Year's with CBC Radio 3.
ZeD is the CBC's effort to become trendy,
but it works; great music and multimedia
interactive fun for everyone. The best way
to approach New Music Canada is to
search your artist by city. Winnipeg has
70 matches and growing. Just Concerts
lets you eavesdrop on all those concerts
that you never had the chance to go to.
That or relive them. More people should
get to know these sites and that's that.
The pitfalls of public property: Prepare
yourself to be frustrated if you don't have
a very fancy computer as there is a
reliance on sound and graphics to make
these sites hip.
2. Crabwalk
Address: www.crabwalk.com
The beautiful and delicious: What you
want to do is visit "CD mix club" where
you will find "the CD mix of the month
club." Reviews are disguised as something
you'd find in a Nick Hornby novel. Not
all selections are current, but their placements within the work in its entirety lend
atmosphere for newer tracks. Claiming
responsibility for the brilliance behind
this gem is a 26-year-old named Josh
Benton from Texas, who introduces his
list of links by saying: "I like Canada and
things Canadian."
The ugly and bran flake nutritious:
Currently next month is 12, which translates into December.
1. The Projector.
You really didn't actually believe that I
wasn't going to do this? And no, we don't
really have a Web site, but as you are reading this consider the possibilities: you too
can write for the entertainment section of
the Projector, and as our editors are on a
month long hiatus, they have trusted
eight of us with their baby, Lauren
Phillips and myself with the entertainment gig. We'd love to hear from you CD, concert, movie, book, theatre, photography, dance and any reviews/previews/profiles on any other form of art
and entertainment that makes you want to
let your hair down. Please keep it current
and cool.
Send ideas to rrcprojector@hotmail.com.

above, at least
read this: write
for The Peejay.
Send stories to
rrcprojector
@hotmail.com

Explore a few of Northwestern Health Sciences University's key strengths:
• Six decades of experience preparing natural health care practitioners for successful careers;
• Pioneering clinical education programs in the University's seven public clinics, which provide 60,000
patient visits per year;
• Limited enrollment of 1,000 students offers easy access to the well-trained faculty from a variety of
natural health care disciplines;
• A Career Services Center to assist in job placement following graduation.

Careers in CHIROPRACTIC, ACUPUNCTURE,
ORIENTAL MEDICINE, and MASSAGE THERAPY

NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY
2501 West 84th Street, Bloomington, MN 55431

(952) 888-4777, ext. 409 www.nwhealth.edu

Ofia

RED RIVER
COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ANUARY 22
ANUARY

8 - 31

Photo Exhibit - View to the Past. Central and Eastern
European Immigrant Life in Manitoba
Location: Library Hallway

ANUARY

8, 10, 13 61_16

Diversity Video Series John Paskievich Film Festival

VIDEO SERIES

THE OLD BELIEVERS
January 8 from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.
IF ONLY I WERE AN INDIAN
January 10 from 11:40 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
THE GYPSES OF SVINIA
January 13 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
MY MOTHER'S VILLAGE
January 16 from 11:20 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Location: Tower Lounge
Open to all staff and students

ANUARY

13

Cultural Insights Column "Eastern Europeans in Canada - a Brief History"
Projector

ANUARY 15

ENTERTAINMENT

James Ladyka: Ukrainian violin
Location: Tower Lounge 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Open to all staff and students

Diversity Video Series The Road to Nowhere: Yugoslavia
Location: Tower Lounge
VIDEO SERIES
12:00 noon 1:00 p.m.
Open to all staff and students

JANUARY 23
Values and Different Woridviews Workshop - Part 3
Tourism Management Program (closed session)
Facilitator: Barbara Dixon
3 hour workshop

JANUARY 27
Cultural Insights Column "February is Black History Month"
Projector

JANUARY 27

&29

Diversity and Creating an Inclusive Learning
Environment Workshop - Part 15r 2
Industrial Arts/Technology Education and
Business Education Program (closed session
Facilitator: Barbara Dixon
2 hour workshop

)

JANUARY 28
Diversity and Creating an inclusive Learning
Environment Workshop Computer Analyst Programmer Faculty (closed session
Facilitator: Barbara Dixon
3 hour workshop

JANUARY 16
Intercultural Communication Workshop - Part 4
Aviation Program (closed session)
Facilitator: Barbara Dixon
3 hour workshop

Coordinated by:
The Student & Community Advisor Diversity and Inclusive Initiatives Office
F214 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
E-mail: kstewart@rrc.mb.ca
vvww.rrc.mh.calcid

.....

f

.....

.........

If you have a diversity event planned
for February and would like it included
i n the next calendar, call:

632-2404
Workshops specific to your area can be
arranged, call: 632 - 2404

....

• • • •
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I can't believe I ate the whole thing
By Peter Vesuwalla
Adaptation
Nicolas Cage
Meryl Streep
/5

eter Vesuwalla sat at his keyboard staring at a blank Word
file and chewing on his fingernails. In another three and a half
hours, he'd have to be down at the
trailer delivering his review of
Adaptation to the entertainment
editor, and he didn't have a clue
where to start. He knew he'd
enjoyed it immensely, but he also
knew that the masses wouldn't.
"Here's a film," he thought, "about
the making of itself. It defies any
attempt to review it, because it
reviews itself as it progresses."
He had first heard about the film
from his friend, Dan Eskin, who had
read a little bit about it. "Have you
heard what Charlie Kaufman's
doing?" said the eccentric-beyondhis-years filmmaker who wore his
Jewishness on his head. Peter hadn't. "Apparently he was supposed to
adapt a book into a screenplay, but
he couldn't do it. So instead he
wrote a screenplay about himself
trying to turn the same book into a
screenplay and not being able to do
it."
Peter had chewed his nails so far down
that his fingers were bleeding. He was
intrigued by the idea, and was amazed
by the movie, which he thought was one
of the best ever written. But, he wondered how he was going to review it. The
film is a collision of real life, fictional
accounts of real life, and pure imagination. It stars actors playing real people,
actors playing fictional characters, and
more actors playing themselves. It does
tell the story of The Orchid Thief, Susan

p

By Sabrina Carnevale

"Peter wrote, while
gnawing on the
bloody stump where
his arm once was."

story about how I can't review this
film? I could start with how I'm sitting here staring at a blank screen,
and I haven't given myself enough
time."
But that was gimmicky. Besides,
anyone who bothered to read his
other review of the film would know
that the one he was writing was a lie
anyway. "I'm trying way too hard to
be hip and clever," he thought. "If
this review ever appears in print, it'll
show me up as a total fraud."
He included that sentiment in his
review. But then realized that his
own self-deprecation was almost
masturbatory. Besides that he hadn't
even mentioned who directed the
film, who starred in it, what happens in it, and what it all means.
"This would be a good time to
erase everything and write a real
review," he thought as he casually
chewed on his small intestine. But
the blood was draining away.
He thought again of the idea of a
snake eating its own tail and decided
that he should incorporate it more
into his review. He went back up to
the first line and added the words,
"and chewing on his fingernails." He
went down further and detailed how
he was slowly devouring his limbs as
the review progressed - not very well
mind you. It was obviously put in as
an afterthought. The article wasn't
even a film review anymore, but a
needlessly grotesque waste of space.
He was now only a severed head
taking a bite out of his own stomach. He went back down to the bottom of the file and talked about
adding the parts where he ate himself. Then he ate his own head and
disappe :
(Get it?)

Local shorts to be exposed

ou are shooting your last scene in the
freezing cold and your finger is
numb as it pushes the record button
for the last time. You watch your video
project through the camera lens and all for
what: a shot at the big time. The National
Screen Institute (NSI) is calling for film
entries for the 2003 Local Exposure
Amateur Movie Contest to be held on
March 8 at the Globe Theatre at 4:30 p.m.
as part of the NSI FilmExchange Canadian
film festival.
Local Exposure is an annual contest that
gives aspiring filmmakers the opportunity
to show their work, while at the same time,
the chance at cash prizes and prominent
titles.
"Each year the contest moves forward
with more people having access to cameras," says festival director and programmer Bill Evans.
A jury of industry professionals will
review each video entry and select twelve
finalists. There are six jury prizes of $100
each for best actor, best director, best
screenplay, best sound, best cinematography and best movie. There is also a special
under 18 category for young filmmakers.
Finalists will then compete for the $500
People's Choice Award for best film chosen
by the audience members at the premiere
screening.
Anybody can enter and all entries must
be five minutes or less in length. The entry
deadline is January 31, 2003 at 4:30 p.m.
Applicants do not need to be pr()fessionals

y
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ally want to
He arrived
photo by Lynsay Perkins
Self-love devours the author
see.
at Fellini's 8
The whole thing closes in on itself 1/2, but then realized how unlikely
like a snake swallowing its own tail, it was that many of his readers
and it makes reference to that fact. would know what he was talking about,
and how weak the comparison was
anyway.
To make matters worse, he had
to give another, substantially different review of the same film to
Uptown Magazine. How would he do
it, when he had already eaten his own
fingers and toes and was now typing
with his nose?
Three hours to go, including
"I don't know what to say about the his travel time.
last 20 minutes," Peter wrote, while
He saw a connection with
gnawing on the bloody stump where Kaufman, the same way that the
his arm once was. "They're bad, but Kaufman in the film feels somehow
not everyone is going to think so. In connected to Susan Orlean. "That's
fact, the worse you think the ending it!" he thought, breaking his cardiof this movie is, the better you have nal rule of avoiding exclamation
to admit the concept is, even if you marks at all costs. "Instead of a
hate the film. You're supposed to review, why don't I just write a little

of any kind; the only things needed are a
camera and a vision.
"In the past few years, the quality of the
films have increased," says Evans. "We
hope to see more people entering this
year."
Past entries have gone to play at the
Cinematheque.
"My observation is that Local Exposure
is a real incentive for people to experiment," says Cinematheque programmer
Dave Barber. "It foes up a lot of people and
makes them want to make a film."
Barber says he does not look for any specific type of film to screen; he simply
chooses films that he finds original and
intriguing.
"I'm very impressed with some of the
ideas that people come up with," says
Barber. "Some of the films are thought out
very carefully and are quite appealing visually."
Last year, the winner
in the best screenplay
category over 18 was
Sean Talarico for his
video called Trapped on
Earth. Graham
Ududec's Reason to
Believe as well as Erica
Smith's The Little Bride
tied in the under 18 category.
If you are interested
in applying for the
Local Exposure

Amateur Movie Contest you can call (204)
956-7800 to have an application form and
guideline mailed out or simply visit the NSI
Web site at www.nsi-canada.ca where an
application form and guideline is provided.
Also on the Web site, there is a 30 Second
Web School where budding moviemakers
can learn about directing, lighting, camera
techniques, sound, and editing tools from
an industry professional. If you have any
questions, feel free to email NSI at
info@nsi-canada.ca
In 2002, the NSI Local Exposure Movie
Contest received 70 entries from across
Canada. The NSI FilmExchange Canadian
film festival is dedicated to screening 100%
Canadian work and is the largest national
film festival to take place during the winter
season.
NSI is a non-profit training and development organization located in Winnipeg
that specializes in film anc.ulitte4uxr.) The

National Screen Institute is Canada's oldest
recognized training school for writers, producers, and directors working in film and
television. NSI's mandate is to supply mentor based training in order to produce professionals who are ready for the work force.
Training is provided through a number of
programs such as NSI Movie Camp, NSI
Features First and NSI Totally Television.
NSI receives continuing support from
Telefilm Canada through Canadian
Heritage, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and
Tourism; with support from their patrons
Global Television Network, CTV and CBC
Television; as well as support from their
partners Alliance Atlantis, Odeon Films,
and Warner Brothers Entertainment
Canada Inc.
Uptown Magazine, A-Channel, and
Taylor-George Design are sponsoring the
Local Exposure Amateur Movie Contest.

Important Food Bank Notice

All previous notice for 2003 Food Bank Days are to be
disregarded. They have changed. New dates are:
Year 2003

Winnipeg International Children's Festival
is looking for two volunteers to help out with a variety of activities
with both the Festival and our inner-city youth at risk Circus and
Magic Partnership program, throughout our 2002/2003 season. We
are participating in the Youth Serves Manitoba program for
university students to volunteer their time for a minimum of 100
hours from January — June 2003. Once the students completes 100
hours, they will receive a $500.00 bursary towards their tuition or
students loans. Interested students can contact Jennifer Kaufman at
958-4749 or email: jen@kidsfest.ca for more information about
application information and volunteer positions.
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MINISTRY OF SOUND
Ministry of Sound: Canada offering

11

ARTISTS
Sixty Second Songs
DROG/Maplemusic

VARIOUS

***/ 5

****/5

In England the Ministry of Sound runs a
superclub, a magazine, an online radio station and
put out a plethora of mix CDs. Now they're in
Canadian territory with their Ministry of Sound:
Canada offering. I'm not sure why this CD is specifically Canadian, the songs are British Club, which by Canadian standards is one notch away from being techno. (Just my opinion.)
The CD sounds like a cheaply made compilation; two really
solid tracks wrapped up in fluff and bass. Track four is a darker
Superchumbo remix of Basement Jaxx's Get Me Off is the way the song
should have been done originally. The next peak is track six, Who Da
Funk's Shiny Disco Balls, with a really nice vocal sample that sounds
like an eight-year-old Kylie Minogue.
I still remember when my old papa said "Son, don't expect too
much from a compilation cd and you'll never be disappointed." The
MoS: Canada CD meets my low expectations, but if you really want a
treat listen to their online radio station at ministryofsound.com.

Dubbed as "MUSIC WITH FLAIR FOR PEOPLE
A HURRY" Sixty Second Songs lives up to its
wit$1ZM
name. The back cover tells you everything you need
to know; the double CD features 88 new tunes by 88
different artists. (Canadian.)
Producer Lewis Melville, writes, "collectively this album is a
comment on the economics of time." And while the many references to
the timed challenge may seem a bit too cute, the overall charm of the
album will win you over. If you really hate a song, the longest you
have to endure a track is one minute. Unfortunately if you are won
over by the many talents showcased, sixty seconds isn't enough.
The general genre is folky singer-songwriter, but there is something for everyone who has a minute while they wait for their egg to
boil.
Sixty Second Songs is available at Music Trader and on
www.maplemusic.com
IN

This sixty second review was brought to you by Ruth Shead

- Gabriel Schroedter

Excessively Shy?
Do you avoid social situations, because of fear of saying or doing something that
could be embarrassing? You may have Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD).

Counting, Washing, Checking?
Do you repeatedly wash your hands, check things, or dwell on intrusive,
unwanted thoughts? You may have Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD).
Adult participants with SAD or OCD are being sought to
participate in a brain imaging study to better understand these
conditions. Participants will receive a copy of a scan of
their own brain and be reimbursed for transportation costs.
Please Contact: Mr. Vincent Paul (Ph: 237-2380)
Dept of Psychiatry, University of Manitoba

UNIVERSITY
OF MANITOBA

THINK ABOUT THIS:
YOU CAN'T FRY AN EGG IF YOU AIN'T GOT A FRYIN'
PAN.
GRRRL. YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE.
WRITE FOR THE PROJECT, OR.
RRCPROJECTORPHOTMAILCOM

Carpathia Credit Union Campus Account
Carpathia offers an account free of service charges to
our members between the ages of 18-25.
• FREE personalized cheques with Purchase Guard /Extended Warranty Protection
• FREE Credit Union ATM withdrawals
• FREE use of Interac Direct Payment System throughout Canada
• Discounted Travel Insurance once per year (maximum of 30 days)
• $10 Discount on Safety Deposit Box rental

All deposits are 100% guaranteed!

e I J.

.......

WHICH FACIAL - DO DO YOU LIKE BEST?
AT THE PROJECTOR WE DON'T CARE WHAT YOUR HAIR
LOOKS LIKE, AS LONG AS YOU WRITE FOR US.
SEND STORIES SOON.
LOVE
P. J. ECTOR
RRCPROJECTOR@HOTNIAIL.CONI
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AUDIOSLAVE
Audioslave
Epic/Interscope
***/5

3 DOORS DOWN
Away From The Sun
Republic/Universal
** 1/2 /5
Apparently, these days, it doesn't take any
originality whatsoever to become rock stars.
Current chart-toppers 3 Doors Down are a perfect
example of a musically skilled band whose talent is
completely squandered with generic, unimaginative, plodding rock
n' roll.
With this new release, the drummer-less group (they use punk
stand-in Josh Freese as a studio drummer) delivers a few solid singles
and a lot of filler material, none of which is particularly insipired or
exciting in any way. Lead off single When I'm Gone has a catchy chorus hook, but that's about it. Its quiet/loud dynamics and lyrically
depressing theme has been done by far better bands so many times
before that it loses most of its effect.
The sad thing is that 3 Doors Down is an incredibly tight
group. The twin guitars of Matt Roberts and Chris Henderson (even
their names are generic) are the driving force behind the band, and
they provide the melodic base for singer Brad Arnold's grunge-lite
vocals...but it's just so boring! It's sad to think that this is the type of
thing that sells albums these days.
3 Doors Down are playing it safe; a little too safe. Songs like
The Road I'm On are so predictable that they become irritating. At
least Arnold & co. have a little more integrity than their contemporaries like Nickelback and Creed. The band doesn't directly copy any
early-90s grunge acts; rather, they borrow from a number of sources
and try to create their own sound. Still, the end product ends up
sounding like a slightly crappier version of Our Lady Peace, and if
you've heard any of OLP's recent material, you'll realize this isn't a
positive comparison.
Give this a miss unless cookie-cutter radio fare is your thing.
Even if it is, you can probably still do better than Away From The
Sun.

When a band's lineup includes Chris Cornell
of Soundgarden and the instrumental core of Rage
Against The Machine, you'd expect that their music
would be greater than the sum of its parts. Such is
not the case with Audioslave's self-titled debut. It sounds pretty much
like, well, pretty much like Rage Against The Machine with Chris
Cornell.
This wouldn't necessarily be such a bad thing, except that in
this translation, you lose all of what these people did for music in the
90s. Audioslave doesn't offer any of the musical innovation of
Soundgarden, or any of the political relevance of Rage Against The
Machine.
What you do get is, at best, a few straight-forward, head-nodding rockers, like Cochise and Set It Off. At worst, Audioslave serves
up lame rock efforts like Like A Stone and I Am The Highway.
There are some truly bizarre production choices made, too-Audioslave seems to have an aversion to using more than one guitar
track, leaving the album's solo breaks sounding exceptionally hollow.
It's hard to really hate musical innovators like Cornell and the
former Ragers. But it's also hard to find anything new or interesting
in Audioslave.
-Joff Schmidt

Looking down the road for the fork.
Write for the Proj.
rrcprojector@hotmail.com

-Sam Thompson
SEAN PAUL
Dutty Rock
VP Records/Atlantic Records
****/5
For a guy with a monotonous vocal flow and only a few minor
hits under his belt, Sean Paul has taken the dancehall world by storm
with his sophomore release, Dutty Rock. Based around the strength of
lead single (and the best song you'll ever hear at a dance bar), Gimme
The Light, Dutty Rock is a brilliant mix of hardcore ragga posturing,
smooth roots reggae, old school dancehall vibes and witty skits.
Paul first surfaced on mainstream radio in Canada with his
contribution to Baby Blue Soundcrew's Money Jane single. Early singles like Deport Dem received some radio attention, but Gimme The
Light marked Sean Paul's official entry into the pop arena. The confident lyrics and wicked rhythms of Dutty Rock are obviously tailored
to mainstream radio, but unlike pop-reggae superstar Shaggy, Paul has
been able to maintain his street cred by pleasing the reggae faithful as
well as the radio-friendly masses.
Dutty Rock really shines on tracks like I'm Still In Love With
You, a sensitive, roots reggae jam. Despite dancehall's current reliance
on tried-and-true electronic beats, Paul enters the territory previously
trod only by "softened" Rasta converts like Buju Banton; he proves
that live instrumentation and 1970s-style rhythms are still useful, if
not superior. In fact, throwing an old-school roots track into the mix
just adds to the wide variety of "riddims" the artist uses throughout
the album. Paul's version of I'm Still In Love With You is a brilliant
update of the Alton Ellis classic. He sticks with the chorus and theme
of the original, but throws enough modern dancehall style into the
track to make it appealing even to those who didn't hear it the first
time around.
Although Sean Paul's talent is considerable, part of the credit
for the top-notch quality of this record goes to his crack team of producers. Reggae legends like Sly & Robbie, Steely & Cleevie and King
Jammy match wits with the likes of the Neptunes to create a masterpiece that transcends the guidelines for dancehall in Jamaica and hiphop in America.
Although there have been many attempts to bring Jamaican
music back
to the international
level it had
reached
prior to Bob
Marley's
death, no
one has
managed to
get the
genre the
type of
recognition
it deserves.
If he keeps
up with
this type of
quality,
Paul seems
poised to be
the next
ft
reggae
ambassador.
Despite the
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fact that NO ONE could ever come close to Marley's
talent or legend, Paul has the perfect mix of modern
credibility and respect for reggae history to become
the next big thing.
Dancehall, however, is a particular facet of
reggae music that has suffered more than its share
of criticism over the years. The genre's overpowering
use of "slackness" (highly sexualized) lyrics and violent "gun talk" has hindered its mainstream acceptance outside of the Caribbean. With Dutty Rock, Paul uses slack lyrics
in almost every tune, but he's a little more polite than some of his
predecessors in the dancehall arena. He avoids glorifying violence and
although he claims to be irresistible to women, he is respectful enough
to go the vulgar, ultra-slack route of some dancehall legends, such as
King Yellowman.
Sean Paul counts artists such as Supercat and Lt. Stitchie as
major influences, and their effect on Paul's music is very evident on
tracks like Punkie, an upbeat, raucous dancehall sizzler which has
"Supercat" written all over it. Although his voice lacks the type of
angry edge popularized by the likes of Bounty Killer and Ninjaman,
Paul can still deliver the type of haaaard vocals the fickle dancehall
crowd expects. Tracks like Ganja Breed, My Name, and new single Get
Busy are prime examples.
Although Paul dabbles with religious imagery in a few of his
songs, it seems that his espousal of Rastafarianism is only internal,
something which has historically turned against some of the genre's
greatest artists. Reggae music is dominated by dreadlocked performers,
and talent notwithstanding, being a `baldhead' in the reggae game is
usually a negative thing. Still, Paul's religious content seems honest
and earnest enough that the former Jamaican National water polo
champ shouldn't worry about negative attention.
As a recent interview on music video network MuchMusic
cleary demonstrated, a lot of Canadians have enough difficulty understanding Sean Paul's thick Jamaican patois that he needn't worry
about offending anyone. Admittedly, lyrics like "Gal free up unu mind
caw nobody can dis you/man won't let it can/you a de number one
gal" are a little confusing, even to the most seasoned reggae fan. After
a few listens, however, you realize that Sean Paul's intentions are good.
He may be full of himself, but all he wants is just the "dutty (dirty),
dutty love."
If the raw power and energy of current singles Gimme The
Light and Get Busy are any indication, to paraphrase Bob Marley,
the Sean Paul train is bound for
glory.
-Sam Thompson

"Dutty Rock is a brilliant
mix of hardcore ragga posturing, smooth roots reggae, old school dancehall
vibes and witty skits."

